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This article was prompted by Clive Stacey. He bought an interchangeable centre set in #2 Morse Taper
(MT) at our open day on the 9th Aug. He then discovered that it would not fit his Coronet lathe, which
has #1 Morse Taper sockets, and he wasn’t aware of the difference.
If you look at any of the lathes in the clubhouse, you will see
examples of Morse Tapers. A Morse Taper is a narrow angle
taper designed for interchangeable tooling. The tool has a
conical taper that fits into a matching socket on the machine. The angle of the taper is narrow enough so
that it is self holding and will not easily fall out. There are other standard tapers used in other
applications, but the Morse Taper is the one you will encounter in wood lathes and drill presses. There is
a range of sizes to suit different applications from the #1 which can be found on the Record lathe in the
club, right up to massive sizes used only in large machine tools.
A table of sizes taken from my Machinery’s Handbook (16th Ed) is given below. The tapers are designed
to accurately hold a tool in the right position, yet be easily removable. Depending on the design of the
machine, to remove the tool, a wedge can be knocked in from the side (see the drill press in the club) or a
knockout bar from the opposite end of the shaft (see the Jet and Nova lathes in the clubhouse). The
Record lathe in the clubhouse has a slightly more awkward arrangement. It doesn’t have a hollow
headstock shaft – it requires a collar to be screwed off to force out the taper. If you forget to fit the collar
before you insert the #1 MT drive centre on the headstock end, and it wedges tight, it can be difficult to
remove without tools.
The most common size found on woodturning lathes is the #2 MT. Some people feel that the #1 MT in
the Record is too small, but in fact it is quite strong enough for the application of this lathe. The Morse
taper sizes are carefully arranged in sequence so that only one size will fit in a socket, to prevent
misapplication: The next size up will not fit at all, and the size below is completely loose. You can see
this in the table: the small end size “D” for a particular size is larger than the big end size “A” of the size
below, so it won’t fit in at all.
For severe applications, you will notice a tang on the end of the taper that is designed to engage in a slot
to prevent the taper from turning under load. In milling machine applications, a draw bar is used to pull
and hold the taper into the socket.
When installing a tool with a taper into a socket, it is important to remove any dust or swarf from the
taper and the socket to ensure that the taper locates properly and does not spin in the socket. If it does
spin, it is likely to pick up burrs and damage the socket, ruining the accuracy of the machine. Tools such
as drive centres are relatively easy and cheap to replace. However the socket usually forms part of the
lathe spindle or the tailstock and is expensive to replace, so it is important to avoid damage, such as may
be caused by the taper spinning in the socket.
If you wish to fit a different size taper to a machine, such as a #1 MT into
a #2 MT socket, there are adapters available.
Extensions are also available, which can be useful when
drilling deep holes. Toolquip keep a range of these and
some are very reasonably priced. (www.toolquip.co.za)
The adapters and extensions have a slot in the side as shown in the pictures, into which a wedge can be
tapped to aid removal.
The story has a happy ending: Clive sold the centre set to me for what he paid for it, as both my wood
lathes use #2 MT.
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